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                In the spring of 1959 Grace Paley and Philip Roth both published first short story collections: The Little Disturbances of Man and Goodbye, Columbus. The two volumes were well received and often compared. Rollene Saal in the Saturday Review, for instance, under the rubric “Four New Faces in Fiction,” introduced the authors through brief profiles designed to entice the audience of the distinctly middle-brow weekly's faithful, who, like my mother, a great reader, might have also subscribed to The New Yorker. “Grace Paley's success should encourage every harassed housewife who harbors writing ambitions,” the Saturday Review bio begins, framing the literary debut in the language of fifties domestic culture: Mrs. Paley “has a husband, two children under ten, and a walk-up apartment, which she cleans herself, in Greenwich Village.” Although the profile praises Paley's “concern for meticulous language,” a quality developed from her experience of writing poetry, the portrait as a whole echoes the codes of housebound fifties femininity that Betty Friedan would soon chronicle in The Feminine Mystique. The author, however, fiercely resists the meaning of that destiny: “I suffer from an acute case of household chaos, but throughout it all, I’d have to be dragged to the suburbs.” Only one cloud hovers over the horizon of obvious talent. “Her output is small. This slim volume contains all the prose work she has written” (38). The constellation of adjectives – small, slim – will continue throughout Paley's career, as if quantity had self-evident implications for literary quality. Or perhaps it was the unintended effect of the adjective “little” in the book's title that set this riff in motion, never to disappear.
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